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The Institute for Development and Diplomacy (IDD) at ADA
University, which was established in March 2022, deepened its
engagement and outreach with the expert, research, and
policymaking communities, not only in Azerbaijan and other
parts of the Silk Road region, but across the globe.

After a very short period of time since IDD’s inception, we
successfully hosted two high-level conferences (in April and
November) in which the President of the Republic of
Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev participated.

We leave an incredible year behind us full of events that
brought together high-caliber officials, a series of Executive
Education training programs targeting both the government
and corporate sectors, a wide array of insightful publications
on timely topics, joint conferences featuring local and
international experts, as well as public outreach with a
particular focus on regional issues and television appearance
by IDD experts in Azerbaijan and abroad.

INCREDIBLE  YEAR  BEHIND  US

We deepened partnership 

cooperation at both national and 

international levels.

In putting IDD’s mission at the center of our activities,

we conducted research, collaborated with academics

and policymakers, and forged strategic alliances to

strengthen collaboration and become an

indispensable Azerbaijani hub for international

dialogue.

Click here to gain a deeper insight into IDD

activities.

https://idd.az/en/
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FLAGSHIP PROJECTS 

IDD of ADA University and Princeton University

co-organized a six-week-long global seminar

program in June-July 2022.

Led by Professor Michael Reynolds, 15 Princeton

students visited Azerbaijan to gain greater insight

into the history, culture, and geography of our

country and meet with our officials.

In cooperation with our partners, we hosted an

international conference titled "UNESCO Conventions'

Role in Preserving Cultural Values and Aspects of

Improving Their Application”.

Click to read the conference’s press release.

The main objective of the conference, which brought

together roughly 20 experts from 10 countries, was to

ascertain the challenges related to UNESCO's mission

of ensuring the protection of cultural monuments

worldwide during armed conflicts and in post-conflict

periods.

Click here to read more.

https://idd.az/en/pressroom/349
https://idd.az/en/events/229
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Founded in 2007, Executive Education,

Azerbaijan’s largest training vehicle for

government and businesses to nurture junior, mid-

career, and top leadership talent, became a part of

IDD in March 2022. Since then, we have

implemented 18 long-term and 25 short-term

projects.

We trained a total of 1,042 participants through

various programs.

Click here to learn more about Executive

Education.

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION  TRAINED 1,000+ PROFESSIONALS

https://idd.az/en/executive_education
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Since March 2022, we organized 10

diplomatic/cultural training programs for

Azerbaijani diplomats and other civil servants, and

targeted international audiences.

Additionally, we implemented 28 custom programs

for the government sector and conducted 4 other

Executive Education programs.

IDD also organized 1 Summer camp and 2

finalized international projects: Creative Spark and

COMPASS projects.

Learn more here.

Under the EU’s Jean Monnet Projects, we

conducted 1 Summer school and 2 training

schools for scholars and civil servants.

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION PROVIDED NEEDS-BASED TRAINING SERIES

https://idd.az/en/op/
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We organized Custom Programs for various

governmental agencies to offer training series that

combines practical experience with theoretical and

applied knowledge. Through customized

programs for diverse tiers of the industry, IDD

contributed to building capacity.

CUSTOM PROGRAMS FOR ORGANIZATIONS

Since March 2022, we organized Custom Programs

involving 592 participants representing 6

organizations including the Ministry of Digital

Development and Transport, the Ministry of Culture,

the National Confederation of Entrepreneurs

(Employers) Organizations of Azerbaijan, the Media

Development Agency, the Administration of the

Regional Medical Divisions (TABIB), and the State

Agency on Mandatory Health Insurance.

Learn more about the Executive Education

programs here.

https://idd.az/en/executive_education
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On December 15, 2022, we had a graduation

ceremony for the alumni of six streams of the

Adaptive Strategic Execution Program (ASEP)

who successfully completed their studies between

2019-2022.

Certified by Duke University’s Fuqua School of

Business and implemented by ADA University &

Korn Ferry, the Program was realized with the

strong support of BP and its co-ventures in

Azerbaijan.

A total of 123 executives (2019-2022) hailing from

both public (28%) and private (72%) sectors

benefited from the Program based on the

business education curriculum developed by Duke

Corporate Education (Duke CE) - a part of the

Fuqua School of Business at Duke University

(US), a leader in providing executive education

globally, in partnership with Korn Ferry - a leading

HR consulting organization specializing in

leadership development based in the US.

Click here to learn more about the ASEP.

THE LAST MILESTONE EVENT OF 2022: 

ASEP GRADUATION

https://idd.az/en/exed_programs/114
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Capacity Building 
Program for 

Secretaries-General 
and Representatives 

of National 
Commissions for 

UNESCO in African 
Countries

14 

Advanced Foreign 

Service Program 

(AFSP) for local 

diplomats and civil 

servants

137

Caspian Basin 

Studies Program

37

Custom programs 

for the government

592

Other Executive 

Education 

Programs

135

Adaptive Strategic 

Execution Program

43

AFSP for foreign 

diplomats by 

AIDA/MFA 

14

THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS OF EACH PROGRAMS
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EXECUTIVE EDUCATION PARTNERS
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IDD published 55 English-language analytical policy 
briefs working papers, and special reports as well as 2 
roundtable summaries. Subject areas covered: grand 
strategy, statecraft, geopolitics; diplomacy & 
multilateralism; defense & security; peacemaking & 
regional cooperation; transportation & infrastructure; 
economics& trade; development & governance reform; 
energy; sustainable development; and Karabakh & 
reconciliation. 

Of our 55 papers, 48 were written by the IDD 

leadership as well as our resident and nonresident 

research fellows, and 7 by external policy writers. 

RESEARCH,  ANALYSIS & PUBLICATIONS

IDD took over editorial and publication responsibilities 
for  Baku Dialogues,  ADA University’s flagship 
English-language quarterly policy journal. Since March 
2022, IDD published 3 editions of Baku Dialogues, 
covering broad topics of geopolitical relevance to the 
overlapping set of regions to which Azerbaijan and its 
neighbors belong. 

Focusing on contemporary cross-cutting issues, Baku 

Dialogues featured a wide spectrum of articles authored 

by national, regional, and international policymakers, 

diplomats, officials, legislators, commentators, thought 

leaders, journalists, business executives, think-tankers, 

academics, and scholars. 

Click here to read and download the issues.Read and download all publications here.

https://bakudialogues.ada.edu.az/
https://idd.az/en/research_and_analysis
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IDD MEDIA PROJECTS

#IDDTalks with Anastasia Lavrina, an online media
project conducted in English, provided a look at current
events taking place in the South Caucasus and across
the Silk Road region.

IDD produced 22 discussion-based video interviews

with government officials, members of parliament,

ambassadors, heads of international missions,

professors, and analysts who expressed their opinion

on energy issues, regional updates, the Azerbaijan-

Armenia peace process, “The Great Return” of

Azerbaijani IDPs to liberated regions, and many other

topics.

Watch the #IDDTalks here. Check out the full video here.

IDD launched our Energy Talks series, a joint project

co-organized by Nobel Energy that presents open

debates focused on energy and sustainability

challenges.

In the first talk, attended by Deputy Minister of Energy of

Azerbaijan Dr. Elnur Soltanov and the Vice President of

bp for the Caspian Region Mr. Bakhtiyar Aslanbayli, we

talked about the sustainability and affordability of

energy, possible synergies between the government,

industry, and academia to tackle the challenges in the

energy domain, and more.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLGLtPAvMZBcvDqPC2xbH-A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4NM-B0gaoE
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IDD was privileged to have been awarded the title of the Jean
Monnet Centre of Excellence (JMCE) for the study of
“Working towards resilient societies in the EaP: challenges
and opportunities for the policy beyond 2020” in 2022.

Within the framework of Jean Monnet Projects, IDD brought

together more than 70 participants from business and

government through 3 programs:

➢ 7th ADA EU Summer School on Redefining EU’s role in

EaP in the New Decade

➢ EU Winter School for Civil Servants

➢ EU Training Program for Civil Servants on Neighbourhood

Policy

Learn more.

IDD, FIRST INSTITUTION IN AZERBAIJAN HOSTING 
THE JEAN MONNET CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

https://idd.az/en/international_projects/
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TRAINING SCHOOLS IN FRAME OF JEAN MONNET PROJECT

By bringing together final-year undergraduates and 
graduate students, post-docs, young professionals, 
and researchers, we hosted 1 EU Summer School 
and 1 EU Winter School.

We established an academic platform for 

transmitting cutting-edge knowledge in broad sub-

topics on the history, integration, functioning, and 

foreign and security policy of the EU by 

encapsulating a broad spectrum of expert lectures. 

The Summer Schools were held in frame of the Jean 

Monnet Module on “Enhancing capacity for EU-EaP

resilient cooperation within new EaP beyond 2020 

policy objectives: perspectives from Azerbaijan”. 

50+ young professionals participated in Summer 
Schools which were followed by a two-week program 
featuring group presentations, interactive discussions, 
lectures, workshops, debates, and group works.
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We hosted the 16th Baku Summer Energy School at ADA
University in partnership with the SOCAR, bp, KOLİN,
Masdar, TotalEnergies, and ADA University Foundation.

IDD’s flagship Baku Summer Energy School is an annual two-

week certificate program organized for professionals working

in the field of energy and the environment and/or with a

particular interest in post-Soviet Eurasia and the Caspian.

This year we hosted 42 participants from 12 countries. Within

the program, 31 Azerbaijani and 4 foreign experts delivered

lectures on energy affairs.

Learn more about the BSES.

BSES — THE BRANDED PROGRAM ON ENERGY AFFAIRS

https://idd.az/en/energy_and_sustainable_development
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IDD’s Director, program heads, and team
members took a number of business trips to
different countries to gain new insights and
network, actively promote IDD, exchange ideas,
and discuss best practices.

As part of ongoing Jean Monnet Projects, IDD

Director Dr. Fariz Ismailzade signed a wide-

ranging MoU with Mr. Samuel Doveri

Vesterbye, Managing Director of the European

Neighborhood Council (ENC) in Brussels.

BUSINESS TRIPS’  WRAP-UPS
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Since March 2022, we signed 5 Memorandums 
of Understanding with diverse national and 
international institutions:

➢ Center for Peace Studies, Coventry, UK

➢ Media Development Agency (MEDIA),
Azerbaijan

➢ Georgian Center for Strategy and
Development (GCSD)

➢ TURKPA (Parliamentary Assembly of Turkic
States)

➢ European Neighborhood Council (ENC),
Belgium

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
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In Shusha, IDD hosted an international forum titled
"South Caucasus: Development and Cooperation“ with
the participation of 40 attendees.

IDD HOSTED REMARKABLE EVENTS JOINTLY WITH OUR LOCAL AND 

INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS

IDD hosted an international conference titled “The
Role of Women in Post-Conflict Reconstruction”
which brought together 200 participants.

IDD hosted another international conference, 

"UNESCO Conventions' Role in Preserving Cultural 

Values and Aspects of Improving Their Application“ 

with 180 participants. 

IDD also hosted the 7th International Congress of 

Social Sciences (sessions were held in Baku and 

Shusha), which brought together more than 700 

participants.
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WE DISSEMINATED 40+ PRESS RELEASES AND ARRANGED TV 

INTERVIEWS FEATURING IDD EXPERTS
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WE LOOK FORWARD TO HAVING ANOTHER INCREDIBLE YEAR

FOLLOW AND CONTACT US AND LET’S COLLABORATE IN 2023
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